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a b s t r a c t

Polymer gels, defined either from the structural point of view (structural gel) or by their mechanical
properties (mechanical gel), are ubiquitous in our daily life. In our previous work (J. Phys. Chem. B, 2011,
115, 11345), we reported that, the mechanical gel formed by strong solvophobic ABA block copolymers
with fixed chain compositions shows a strong mechanical response, which meant the formed gel had a
high modulus. In this work, we focus on the effect of chain composition on the relationship between
structural gel and mechanical gel, where the chain length of block copolymer is lower than its entan-
glement chain length for simplicity. Our results show that the chain composition has a great effect on the
mechanical response of the ABA copolymer solutions with a strong solvophobicity. On the other hand, for
the structural gel formed by weak solvophobic block polymers, we do not find any strong mechanical
responses even we change the chain composition in a wide range. Moreover, we find three typical
gelation processes, companied with three kinds of different mechanical responses. These results may
provide us an effective method to control the mechanical property of a polymer gel as expected.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer gels have attracted a lot of attentions in both theory
[1e12] and experiments [13e22] due to their wide applications,
such as drug delivery, food processing, and material templates, etc
[23e26]. A telechelic ABA copolymer, consisting of two solvophobic
end A-blocks and a solvophilic or an athermal middle B-block
[27e31], has become a good model to study the gelation behavior
of block copolymers as it can form a physical gel reversibly when
the temperature of solution is changed. Previous studies [32e34]
have already reported that the gelation properties of ABA block
copolymer in selective solvent depended greatly on the sol-
vophobicity of A-blocks, including gelation concentrations and
mechanical properties. Nguyen-Misra's results showed that the
gelation concentration has a power-law dependence on the chain
incompatibility [33]. Besides the chain solvophobicity, the chain
composition [32,33,35e44] is also a key factor to influence the
gelation behavior. Mattice et al. [33] reported that gelation con-
centration depended on the size and the solvophobicity of end A-
blocks greatly, but weakly on the size of middle B-blocks by using
ax: þ86 431 85262969.
Monte Carlo method. Aamer [35] and Yu [39] found that the elastic
modulus of ABA block copolymer gel strongly depended on the
length of A-block. Kwon et al. indicated that the modules of block
copolymer solutionwere sensitive to the length ratio of hydrophilic
to hydrophobic blocks [41e43]. Moreover, the mechanical proper-
ties depend on the gel microstructure greatly [18,19,36].

In our previous work, we found that the mechanical properties
of gels formed by ABA copolymers depended on the sol-
vophobicities of the end A-blocks, and only the structural gel ob-
tained in a strong solvophobic system had a strong mechanical
response [45]. Except for the chain solvophobicity, as mentioned
above, the length and the proportion of solvophobic A-blocks also
affect the property of a gel. For A-block with a long chain length or a
high proportion, the effective solvophobicity of the A-block in-
creases, hence the chain length or proportion of an A-block might
be physically equivalent to its solvophobicity. Thus there might be
four scenarios for the systemwith different solvophobicities and A-
block chain length or proportion: 1) A strong mechanical gel can be
formed by a long chain length or a high proportion of A-blocks with
a strong solvophobicity; 2) A weak mechanical gel should be
formed in the systemwith a short chain length or a low proportion
of A-block even for a strong solvophobicity; 3) A strong mechanical
gel can be formed for a short length or a low proportion of A-blocks
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with weak solvophobicity; 4) A weak mechanical gel might be
formed for weak solvophobic block copolymers, when the chain
length of A-blocks is long enough, or the A-block proportion is high
enough. Therefore, the motivation of the present work is to show
the validity of these scenarios and understand the effect of chain
composition on the relationship between structural gel and me-
chanical gel. We study the solegel transition of ABA triblock co-
polymers with different chain compositions by using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation method since MD can give the inside
information of a gel network, and has been successfully employed
in the studies on polymer self-association [6,32,37,38]. It is inter-
esting to find that, for ABA block copolymers with a strong sol-
vophobicity, the chain composition effect makes the solegel
transition processes exhibit three typical gelation processes
together with three kinds of different mechanical responses. For
the block copolymers with a weak solvophobicity, we did not find
any chain composition effect on the mechanical responses of the
systems. We give MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS in section II,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION in section III, and SUMMARY in section
IV.

2. Model and simulation details

We consider ABA triblock copolymer systems, in which the
solvent is taken to be athermal for the middle B-blocks and selec-
tively poor for the end A-blocks [45]. In our model, an ABA block
copolymer is described as a bead-spring chain, which can be
considered as a freely jointed chain [46]. The neighboring mono-
mers interact with each other via finitely extensible nonlinear
elastic (FENE) potential [47e49] UFENE(r),

UFENEðrÞ ¼ �k
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where r is a distance between neighbor monomers along the chain
backbone. The spring constant k is 7.0 ε/s2 and the ultimate bond
length R0 is 2.0s in reduced units [48,50]. A modified Lennard-Jones
potential ULJ
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here b controls the strength of the A-block solvophobicity, which is
equivalent to varying the properties of solvent, i.e. b < 2.53 repre-
sents the polymer chain in good solvent, b ¼ 2.53 in q solvent and
b > 2.53 in poor solvent [47]. For the other cases, such as BeB, BeS,
SeS, AeS and AeB interactions, a usual Lennard-Jones potential
ULJ(r) is used to embody the excluded volume interaction.
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where, s, ε, monomer mass m are used respectively as units of
length, energy and mass for convenience, resulting in that the time
is measured in unit of tlj ¼ (ms2/ε)1/2. For computational efficiency,
the cutoff diameter is set as rc ¼ 21/6s in reduced units. Besides, we
have make an effort to describe the system in such a way so that it
can be linked to an experimental system. The simulation parame-
ters b or ε can be mapped onto the FloryeHuggins interaction
parameter c in real systems. A clear description of the connection
between b or ε and the real experimental system is illustrated in the
Supporting Information file of our previous work [45]. In this work,
we only focus on the effect of solvophobicity of A-blocks on the
gelation process of block copolymers. It should be noted that the
change of solvophobicity of B-block will also affect the gel structure
and the mechanical property of gel. However, for block copolymers
with strong solvophobic B-block, the bridge chains will disappear
and the gel forms through the packing of micelles. Since the gela-
tion mechanism of such system is quite different, this will not be
included in the present work.

The simulation box (L � L � L) has a side length of L ¼ 22.05s
with periodic boundary conditions, and its particle number density
is selected to be r ¼ 0.864 (1/s3) [48,50]. The simulation temper-
ature is kept at kBT¼ 1.0ε controlled via Berendsen thermostat [51].
We integrate the following governing equations of particle motions
[52]

_r!¼ p!
m

(4)

_p!¼ �vU

v r! (5)

using leap-frog algorithm [51] with an integration time step of
dt ¼ 0.006tlj, and meanwhile, employ Verlet-cell list method for an
acceleration of the computing speed [52]. We also did similar
simulations for some typical systems in a larger simulation box of
L ¼ 26.25s to test the finite size effect caused by simulation boxes.
The results are very similar as those obtained in original simulation
boxes of L ¼ 22.05s. Therefore, the results shown in this work are
obtained only for systems with L ¼ 22.05s for computational effi-
ciency. To obtain equilibrium structures, we first remove the sol-
vophobicity of the end A-blocks (i.e., we let b ¼ 0) and relax the
polymer chains for 4.0 � 106 time steps (We do not distinguish A-
blocks and B-blocks in this step), and then followed by a period of
8.0 � 106 time steps relaxing with different potentials for A-blocks
and B-blocks. When the system is in equilibrium, we collect data in
the next 7.5 � 106 time steps. Besides, five parallel samples are
performed to obtain a better statistic result [45].

ABA block copolymers in selective solvent mainly form two
kinds of aggregative structures, i.e. micelles and clusters. A micelle
is defined as a group of two or more chains having AeA inter-chain
contacts, whose aggregation number p is a number-average quan-
tity in terms of the number of A-blocks in the micelle [33,45]. A
cluster is defined as a group of interconnecting or bridging mi-
celles; and its aggregation number w is presented as a function of
the number of copolymer chains [33]. p and w are given by the
following equations

p ¼
Xn
i¼1

pi
�
n (6)

w ¼
Xm
j¼1

wj
�
m (7)

where, pi is the number of A-blocks in the i-th micelle; wj is the
number of ABA chains in the j-th cluster; and n, m is the total
number of micelles and clusters, respectively [33]. The ABA triblock
copolymers can form four kinds of chain conformations, i.e. bridge,
loop, dangling and free chains [33,45]. A bridge chain means the
two A-blocks belong to different micelles; a loop chain means the
two A-blocks are in the samemicelle; a dangling chain has only one



Table 1
The values of NA and NB in the ANABNBANA triblock copolymers.

NA 4 6 6 8 10 10 10 14 12 13
NB 22 18 10 14 14 10 6 10 6 4
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A-block in the micelle, and a free chain means that no A-block is in
the micelle [33,45]. A sketch for the four types of chain confor-
mations is given in Fig. 1. We define fml, fmb, fmd to represent the
fractions of loop, bridge and dangling chains in the largest cluster,
respectively. In the largest cluster, if there is a connective path
passing through the box boundaries in all x, y, and z directions, an
infinitely three-dimension network will form, and then the system
can be considered as a structural gel. Based on this, we can obtain
the gelation concentration f* by using geometric percolation
method [38].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The solegel transition of ABA block copolymer solutions with a
strong solvophobicity

We first concentrate on the relationship between structural gel
and mechanical gel for strong solvophobic systems (i.e. b ¼ 3.0,
where b is illuminated in equation (2)). A structural gel can be
determined from its microstructure based on the percolation the-
ory, and the mechanical gel can be determined from the stress
autocorrelation function [45]. The chain compositions of ABA co-
polymers are set as ANABNBANA (The corresponding numbers of NA
and NB are given in Table 1). It should be noted that the entangle-
ment effect is not included in this work, because the polymeriza-
tion degree N (N ¼ 2NA þ NB) of a polymer chain is less than 40,
which is much lower than the entanglement length Ne of a bead-
spring chain (In our simulation, polymers do not show entangle-
ment behavior up to the chain length 120, which implies Ne is
higher than 120 in the present bead-spring model). We track the
formation of a structural gel network and characterize the gelation
concentration f* via percolation probability. The mechanical
response is calculated from a stress autocorrelation function G(t)
[52,53], which can be calculated based on the following equations
[38,52,53]:

G ðt Þ ¼ V
3kBT

X
ag

〈sagðt0Þsagðt0 þ tÞ〉 (8)
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sag (a, g ¼ x, y, z) is a stress tensor of the system and <…> is a time
average taken over all time origins t0. The parameter V represents
the volume of the simulation box, kB is Boltzmann's constant, m is
themass of amonomer, via is the a component of the velocity of i-th
particle, rijg is the g component of a vector separating i-th and j-th
particle, and fija is the a component of the force exerted on i-th
particle by j-th particle [45].
Fig. 1. A sketch for the four types of chain conformation of ABA block copolymer
chains.
According to GreeneKubo relation [52,53], we could derive

zero-shear viscosity from an integration of G(t), i.e. h ¼
Z ∞

0
GðtÞdt.

For mechanical gel, the value of zero-shear viscosity will diverge,
thus G(t) will converge to a non-zero value G0 with an evolution of
time. Therefore, the function of G(t) can well describe the me-
chanical response of a given system. Its plateau value G0 could
reflect the strength of the mechanical property of a gelation system
[37,38]. Table 2 lists the gelation concentration f* for strong sol-
vophobic ABA block copolymers (b ¼ 3.0) with different chain
compositions at fixed total chain lengthN (N¼ 2NAþ NB, Table 2). It
is seen that the gelation concentration f* decreases with increasing
A-block proportion fA, which indicates that the chain composition
affects the gelation concentration greatly. Fig. 2 also shows the
value of G0 for the samples listed in Table 2, which illustrates that fA
affects the value of G0 greatly, i.e., an ABA block copolymer with
higher fA shows a higher value of G0, indicating a much stronger
mechanical response. This result agrees with Aamer's [35]. We also
did simulations for the similar systems at fixed chain length of A-
blocks NA or B-blocks NB, which are shown in Table S1 and Fig. S1 of
the Supplementary information file. Our results show that NA and
NB have similar effect on the gelation concentration andmechanical
response of the gel formed by strong solvophobic ABA triblock
copolymers. The increasing NA (at fixed NB) or decreasing NB (at
fixed NA) leads to the decrease of gelation concentration f* and an
increase of the strength of their mechanical response (Fig. S1). The
result for the solvophobic A-block length NA dependence of the
gelation concentration f* and mechanical property of a gel is
consistent with Nguyen-Misra [33]'s results. Yu et al. [39] also
confirmed this observation by studying the storage moduli and loss
moduli of the thermoreversible gels formed by ABA type triblock
copolymers in a selective solvent for the central B-block. More
interestingly, we find the B-block length NB also affects the me-
chanical responses of structural gels formed by these triblock co-
polymers, which has not been observed in Mattice et al. [33]'s work
by using Monte Carlo method.

The strong solvophobicity makes block copolymer chains tend
to associate and formmicelles.When a group of interconnecting (or
bridging) micelles pass through the box boundaries in three di-
mensions [33], the system can be defined as a structural gel. There
are four different configurations in ABA block copolymer solutions,
which are bridge, loop, dangling, and free chain configurations.
Among these configurations, bridge and loop chains are mainly
occurred in the micelles, and their contents can be used to identify
the bridging or coalescence process of micelles. So we only focus on
the fraction of bridge (fmb) and loop (fml) chains in the largest
Table 2
The gelation concentrations f* for ABA copolymer systems with a strong sol-
vophobicity (b¼ 3.0) at fixedN and different fA, where fA is the fraction of A-blocks in
an ABA chain.

ANABNBANA fA f* (b ¼ 3.0)

Sample 1 A4B22A4 0.27 0.28
Sample 2 A6B18A6 0.40 0.25
Sample 3 A8B14A8 0.53 0.23
Sample 4 A10B10A10 0.67 0.22
Sample 5 A12B6A12 0.80 0.19
Sample 6 A13B4A13 0.87 0.20



Fig. 2. The platform value G0 of a stress autocorrelation function for an ANABNBANA

block copolymer systemwith a strong solvophobicity (b ¼ 3.0) as functions of f, where
the chain compositions of ANABNBANA copolymers are set as A4B22A4(,), A6B18A6(B),
A8B14A8(△), A10B10A10(7), A12B6A12(>) and A13B4A13(9) with the same total chain
length N (N ¼ 2NA þ NB).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. fml, fmb of loop (a) and bridge (b) chains in the largest cluster formed by ABA
block copolymers with a strong (b ¼ 3.0) solvophobicity and the same N in terms of f.
The symbols have the same meaning as Fig. 2.
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cluster to explore the formation of a gel during solegel transition
[54] (Fig. 3, and Fig. S2 in supporting information file). For ABA
block copolymer solutions with a low fA and a short length of A-
block, increasing f leads to the increase of bridge chain fraction and
the decrease of loop chain fraction, which implies the bridging ef-
fect among different micelles results in the formation of a gel
network. While, for other cases, the content of bridge chains first
increases, and then decreases even to a very low value with
increasing f.

In order to further explore the gelation processes of ABA block
copolymer solutions with different chain compositions, we calcu-
late the number of micelles n, shown in Fig. 4a (at fixed N) and
Fig. S3a (at fixed NA or NB, Supplementary information), and the
aggregation number p of micelles, shown in Fig. 4b (at fixed N) and
Fig. S3b (at fixedNA orNB, Supplementary information). For a strong
solvophobic systemwith a low fA or a short NA, such as A4B22A4, the
number of micelles increases gradually, micelle's aggregation
number is very small and almost keeps unchanged (which means
the size of micelle almost does not change during the gelation
process). Therefore, the bridging among micelles results in the
formation of a gel network due to an increase of bridge chain
contents (the configuration is shown in Fig. 5a). While, for ABA
copolymers of a moderate A-block proportion and length,
increasing f makes the number of micelles reach its maximum,
after that, there is a short region corresponding a nearly unchanged
n, then followed by a decrease of n and a rapidly increase of p, like
A10B10A10. This implies the gelation process for this type of ABA
block copolymers is a cooperation of bridging and coalescence
among micelles as analyzed in our previous work [45] (as shown in
Fig. 5b). For block copolymers with a high fA or a long length of
block A, like A13B4A13 (Fig. 5c), the number of micelles n is very
small and n decreases immediately after its maximum point.
Meanwhile, p increases rapidly, which means a cooperation of the
coalescence amongmicelles and the growth of micelles leads to the
formation of gel network.

3.2. The solegel transition of a weak solvophobic ABA block
copolymer solution

From above discussion, we know that the chain composition
does have a great effect on the gelation process of ABA block
copolymer solutions with a strong (b ¼ 3.0) solvophobicity. On the
other hand, for a weak solvophobic system, the results are totally
different. The gelation concentration f* of the weak solvophobic
systems with fixed N is listed in Table 3 (the corresponding results
of ABA copolymer systems with fixed NA or NB are listed in Table S1
of Supplementary information). It is seen that f* decreases with
increasing fA or NA, or decreasing NB. The dependence of f* on NA is
much stronger than that on NB. Comparedwith the results obtained
in strong (b ¼ 3.0) solvophobic systems, the gelation concentration
changes greatly in b ¼ 1.0 systems with the variation of chain
compositions. However, for weak (b¼ 1.0) solvophobic systems, the
average plateau value G0 of a stress autocorrelation function G(t)
[37,52,53] is very close to zero even we have changed the chain
composition of ABA block copolymers in a wide range, as shown in
Fig. 6 (the results of systemswith fixedNA orNB are shown in Fig. S4
of Supplementary information). Namely, the mechanical response
of the structural gel formed by weak solvophobic ABA copolymers
is very weak, which is in agreement with literatures [6,55,56]. This
means that chain composition effect is invisible for the mechanical
response of a structural gel formed by ABA block copolymers of a
weak solvophobicity.

As aforementioned, the formation of a gel network is charac-
terized by the largest cluster passing through the simulation box in
three dimensions. For a weak solvophobic system, there are mainly
three typical chain configurations in the largest cluster, i.e., bridge,
loop and dangling chains. Therefore, we could track the variation of
these chain configurations in the largest cluster during the for-
mation of a gel network to find what happened in this process. The
results are shown in Fig. 7 (at fixed N) and Fig. S5 (at fixed NA or NB,
Supplementary information), where fmb, fml and fmd represent the
fraction of bridge, loop and dangling chains in the largest cluster,
respectively [54]. At low concentrations, the content of dangling
chains is very close to 1, implying that the bridging effect is very
weak in the largest cluster. With an increase of increasing f, bridge
chains and loop chains occur and their contents increase greatly.
We also calculate the number of micelles n and the aggregation
number p of micelles in the system (Fig. 8 and Fig. S6 in the
Supplementary information file), and we find that the aggregation
number of micelle p (Fig. 8b and Fig. S6b) changes only a little but



Fig. 4. The number n (a) and the aggregation number p (b) of the micelles formed by
ABA block copolymers with a strong (b ¼ 3.0) solvophobicity and the same N in terms
of f, where different symbols have the same meaning as Fig. 2.

Table 3
The gelation concentrations f* for ABA copolymer systems with a weak sol-
vophobicity (b ¼ 1.0) and different chain compositions. fA has the same meaning as
Table 2.

ANABNBANA fA f* (b ¼ 1.0)

Sample 1 A6B18A6 0.40 ~0.60
Sample 2 A10B10A10 0.67 0.28
Sample 3 A12B6A12 0.80 0.21

Fig. 6. The platform value G0 for ABA block copolymer systems with a weak (b ¼ 1.0)
solvophobicity and the same N as functions of f, whose symbols have similar meaning
as Fig. 2.
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the micelle number n (Fig. 8a and Fig. S6a) increases rapidly when
the concentration is lower than the gelation concentration f*. This
means, during the gelation process for weak solvophobic systems,
the sizes of micelles only slightly change, and increasing f makes
more micelles formed. Therefore, for the weak solvophobic system,
it is the bridging between different micelles that leads to the for-
mation of a structural gel, and the structural gel formed in this way
has no strong mechanical response.

Based on the results obtained in systems with a strong (b ¼ 3.0)
solvophobicity or a weak (b ¼ 1.0) solvophobicity, we can give a
sketch for the state behavior of the solegel transition of ABA block
copolymer in solvent, which is shown as Fig. S7 in the
Fig. 5. The snapshots of A6B18A6(a), A10B10A10(b), A13B4A13(c) block copolymers solutions wi
these snapshots. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the re
Supplementary information file. When fA is increased up to 0.5, the
structure gel formed in a strong solvophobic system will have a
strong mechanical response.
3.3. The structure of polymer gel

The radius distribution function Q(r) can well describe the
structural detail of these gels, which is defined as the probability of
finding a pair of particles at distance r apart [53,57,58].

QðrÞ ¼ V
Ntot

�
nðrÞ

4pr2dr

�
(10)

where n(r) is the number of particles between r and r þ dr from a
given particle and Ntot is the number of counted particles. Q(r) of
ABA block copolymer solutions with a strong (b ¼ 3.0) or weak
(b¼ 1.0) solvophobicity is shown in Fig. 9, inwhich Qtra, Qter and Qps
represents the probabilities of a monomer contacting monomers of
its own chain, monomers of other chains and the solvent particles,
th f ¼ 0.3 and b ¼ 3.0, where A: green, B: white. The solvent particles are not shown in
ader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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respectively. Fig. 9a gives the Q(r) for A4B22A4 and A13B4A13 block
copolymer systems at f ¼ 0.3. Comparing these two results, we
observed that there are more peaks in the curves of Qtra and Qter for
A13B4A13 copolymers. The multi-peaks imply the multi-level
microscopic aggregation structures of monomers. To get a clear
understanding of the chain composition effect on the gel structure,
we concentrate on the variation of the value of the first peak of Q(r)
for ABA block copolymers with different chain compositions in
terms of f. It is shown that Qtra, Qter and Qps have respectively
similar f dependence for a strong solvophobic system and a weak
solvophobic system. Increasing f makes polymers have more
probability to contact inter-chain monomers and have less proba-
bilities to contact intra-chain monomers or solvent particles. For a
Fig. 7. The f dependence of fmb(a), fml(b), fmd(c) for bridge, loop and dangling chains in
the largest cluster formed by ABA block copolymers with a weak (b ¼ 1.0) sol-
vophobicity and the same N, whose symbols have the same meaning as Fig. 2.

Fig. 8. The f dependence of number n (a) and aggregation number p (b) of micelles
formed by ABA block copolymers with a weak (b ¼ 1.0) solvophobicity and the same N.
Different symbols have the same meaning as Fig. 2.
strong solvophobic solution (Fig. 9b), with an increase of the A-
block proportion fA, the value of the first peaks of Qtra and Qter in-
crease gradually, and that of Qps decrease monotonously. Namely,
the increasing A-block proportion makes the block copolymer have
more abilities to aggregate together and the system shows a multi-
aggregated state. While, for weak solvophobic systems with
different chain compositions, the radius distribution function
shows very little difference, indicating the chain composition effect
on the gelation behavior is almost invisible for the weak sol-
vophobic systems (Fig. 9c). Therefore, for ABA block copolymer
systems with a strong or a weak solvophobicity, the chain
composition effects are different, and only the strong solvophobic
system shows a very strong chain composition effect on the gela-
tion behavior.

In the present work, the structure of obtained gel is normally
disordered, and it is quite difficult to characterize the gel structure
experimentally. Therefore, we did not give any direct experimental
proof on the structure of these aggregates. Nevertheless, we still
hope that our work will stimulate the experimentalist to do more
work on the relationship between structural gel and mechanical
gel.

4. Summary

We have investigated the chain composition effect on the sol-
egel transition of ABA triblock copolymer solutions using



Fig. 9. (a) The pair distribution functions Q(r) of A4B22A4(,) and A13B4A13(9) block
copolymer solutions at f ¼ 0.3; (b, c) The f dependence of Qtra, Qter and Qps for strong
(b ¼ 3.0) solvophobic systems (b) and weak (b ¼ 1.0) solvophobic solutions (c), where
different symbols have the same meaning as Fig. 2.
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molecular dynamics simulation method. Our results show that the
chain composition effect on the gelation behaviors of ABA block
copolymer systems depends on the solvophobicities of A-blocks.
For ABA block copolymer solutions with a strong solvophobicity,
there are three typical gelation processes for different chain
composition: 1) For a system with a low fA or a very short chain
length of A-block, themechanical response of the formed structural
gel is invisible, which is because the gel network is formed by the
bridging of micelles; 2) For a system with a high fA or a long chain
length of A-block, it is a cooperation of the bridging amongmicelles
and the growth of micelles to make a gel structure occur, and the
gel shows a strong mechanical response; 3) For a system with an
intermediate fA or a chain length of A-block, a gel network is ob-
tained due to a cooperation of bridging and coalescence among
micelles, and the strength of its mechanical response depends on
the proportion of A-blocks. However, for a weak solvophobic ABA
copolymer system, the bridging between different micelles leads to
the gelation of copolymer solution, and the mechanical response of
this structural gel is very weak. This result provides a possible
method to control the mechanical property of a physical gel, and
will be useful for a wide application of polymer gels [35].
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